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Elegant themes templates

By using hover options, you can create beautiful hover effects and convert divi modules into fun and interactive elements. Our hover option interface is amazingly unique and easy to use. Every design setting in Divi that supports transitions can be easily customized when hovering. Making responsive websites easy with
Divi Divi responds by default, but uses a design that fulfills the next step by giving you complete control over all design settings on each mobile device. This allows you to perfectly customize the look of each component on your computer, tablet and smartphone. Enjoy a wide range of text and font options Choose
hundreds of web fonts or upload your own. Customize text size, font spacing, and line height. Change font weight and text styling Control all standard text elements, such as anchor links, lists, and block quotation marks, add custom shapes and effects to your page, create dynamic transitions between content blocks and
add extra private flares to your website. Shape breaks can be placed on the top and bottom of each section on your website, allowing you to easily create amazing transition effects between different parts of your page. Add a border to any element by using Divi's strong border editor, creating rounded corners. Control the
color size and border style and create unique effects by adjusting each edge of your element one by one. Divi gives you the power to convert elements on a page in ways that are often possible only in graphics designers such as Photoshop and Sketch. All of this is done using a fluid interface that makes each change
easier to implement and understand. Enjoy a fully qualified code editor that makes writing and editing code easier and more enjoyable. Features include syntax highlighting, error reporting, autofill, color selection, multiple selections, lines, search, search and replace, and more. Add custom CSS to any element, or add
your own code to any page using the Divi code module, easily adjust and improve the appearance of any element, using a variety of filters and effects, including color, saturation, brightness, contrast, inverter blur, opacity and sepia. Create amazing designs using background blend mode. Add depth to your page by
creating custom drop-down shadows. You have full control over the color position size and shadow intensity. Learn more, live samples, play videos, create amazing text effects using text shadows. Easily apply text shadows to any element using divi simple presets, or create your custom text shadow using the full set of
controls. Learn more live trailers, play videos, easily add animations to any element, apply simple animations using divi animation presets, or create your own animations by Type of animation, speed and direction. Wow your visitors as they scroll down the page with incredible animations that trigger when elements come
into view. Learn more, live preview, play video. Apply custom background colors, background gradients, background images, and background videos to any element, make fun of overlapping gradients and visual effects, or use the background combination mode to merge colors and images to create a unique design.
Take advantage of the power of a series of elegant themed plugins, including Bloom and Monarch, the best tool for collecting leads and building your society online. Use Divi's built-in separate test tool, Divi Leads, to optimize the traffic you generate. Today, we're bringing incredible value to Divi in the form of more
beautifully designed pre-built layouts. These layouts are organized into a complete set of websites that you can use to start your next website quickly and full of original photography and great illustrations that you are free to use in all your commercial projects. In addition, we are adding new layouts every week! Now all
Divi users have instant access to countless world-class designs in a variety of subjects within Divi Builder. The complete Divi Website Packs layout is organized into a complete set of websites, with each pack including 7 to 8 dedicated web pages suitable for each type of website. These dresses are designed in a unique
and sticky style that can be adjusted to meet your needs. All your standard pages are pre-created, so all you have to do is import the design and add your content! Browse, search and import easily all of Divi's amazing layout sets can now be browsed and searched within the builder. Click on the category you want for the
corresponding layout set list, and click on any pack to see all available page layouts. Once you find the layout you want to use, it can be imported directly to your page that can be customized, design and content easily. You can also search for our entire collection using keywords related to the type of website or type of
page you're creating. A variety of unique themes with over 140 variations currently available, Divi has a variety of pre-created pages that you can use to jump-start your website. They also serve as a great source of inspiration and powerful learning tools. We put a lot of effort into the world-class design that we are truly
proud of, and we are confident of saying that Divi's pre-made layout sets are the best in the business, original photography and illustrations, one of the things that makes our layout set unique is the fact that they are full of original photography and custom illustrations created by our own design team. This allows us to
consider all aspects of the page and create a perfect harmony of color text. You won't find any creworthy stock photos in our Divi layout set! In addition, we have made all our photos and illustrations open source, which means you are free to use them in all your commercial projects without license restrictions. As part of
our Divi design initiative, we will add new layout kits to the collection every week and these new layouts will be available for free for all Divi customers. Every time we add a new layout set, it will appear within Divi Builder immediately, no need to update Divi to access our latest design and no need to download layouts
from our blog and import them manually. Just sit down and enjoy the incredible free resource stream continuously.  Divi Layouts are pre-section and page row modules so you can load directly from the Divi Builder or through your Divi library and use it on your Divi website. The elegant theme releases a new set of Divi
layouts each week that can be loaded directly from within Divi by using Visual Builder. The layout set listed above is available to load directly from your Divi Builder and included in the default page template within the Divi theme. Visit the Divi Freebies theme preview page is the largest collection of quality kid themes
picked by hand, available, our Divi Children's Theme Directory, a list of 100 divi kids themes for free and premium from divi third party developers. Visit the children's theme directory page Divi 3x sem juros6x sem juros6x sem juros6x sem juros6x sem juros6x sem juros5x sem juros3x sem juroso 3x sem jurosos3x sem
juros3x sem juros12x sem juros10x jurosox jurosoviorsovor To access pre-built layouts, you can access and import pre-built layouts directly from Divi Builder when creating or editing pages. If this page is a new page, you will be prompted with three options. How you want to start creating your Page Select the Select pre-
built layout option. This will turn on pop-ups. Automatically loads from the library, where you'll find all the pre-made layouts. Pre-built layouts, saved layouts, or existing pages in pop-ups The pre-built layout tab is where you'll find all the pre-built layouts created by the elegant theme design team for free for you. Your
Saved Layout tab is where you can access any layouts you've saved in your Divi library personally, and your existing Pages tab contains a list of all the pages (including posts and projects) available on your website, where you can choose to clone an existing page to start designing a new page. Loading pre-built layouts
under the Pre-Built Layout tab, you can easily find new layouts by scrolling through a list of layout sets or by searching by category in the left column. When you select a layout set, you will be able to preview all the page layouts included in the pack. Clicking the page layout on the right creates a preview of the page on
the left. Under Preview, you can click the View Live Demo button to open a live demo of the page in a new tab. When you're ready to use a layout, just click the Use this layout button to deploy the layout on your page. Adding pre-built layouts to a page isn't the only thing. You can access new layouts at any time within
Visual Builder for new or existing pages. Then click the Load from Library icon (it looks like a positive symbol) to deploy the upload pop from the library to lay out all the pre-built layouts. Add a layout to an existing content or replace existing content Loading a layout to a blank page adds a layout to your page as expected.
Loading pre-built layouts to existing pages adds a layout under the page's existing content by default. Therefore, if you don't see your page change at first when you add a new layout, you can add it to the new layout. If you want to replace all existing content with a new pre-built layout, you can use the <a0><a1> This
option is under Layout preview and buttons. To load a saved layout to your page, just click the saved layout from the list. Learn more about saving and loading custom layouts in Divi. By cloning one of the existing pages of your website. Click the Your Existing Pages tab and select the page you want to clone. This applies
the layout (and content) of the page to your new page. Customization and flexibility, the ability to add pre-built layouts to start creating new pages, opens up a world of flexibility to create your own unique layout. When you apply the layout, you can edit the layout as you want. For example, if you like a specific layout but
don't want to have any part, just remove it by clicking on the trash can icon for that part and disappearing! With an image maker that makes these changes easy. Hover over any area where you want to make changes, and the settings for that area appear. If you want to change the text, just select the text and start typing.
If you like the changes, you can press the + Save command (or click the Save button). If you don't like the changes, you can press the + z command to undo (or use the editing history button to reverse multiple actions at once!). To learn more about how to edit elements with the visualization tool, click the following article
number to view the article in Please see our post about getting started with Divi Builder Build.
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